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Give the Tenshin Division resources, he can’t control, or even support.

But, if you target me, I will f*ck you!

Seeing the back of Levi Garrison leaving, Tiance Shenshuai and his son were also
puzzled.

Who is this?

Why do you have to target Levi Garrison?

Unreasonable.

Daxia, they all know who Levi Garrison offended.

Then there will be others?

…
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At this moment, the island is also in chaos.

Hydra is all messed up.

All the two hundred gods they sent out died?

Incredible!

who did it?

They suspect a lot of people.

Only there is no doubt about Levi Garrison.

Because almost all of Levi Garrison’s men are here, and Levi Garrison has proof of
his alibi.

So it won’t be him.

“It can only show that there are many people staring at the magic medicine, and
many of them are beyond our expectations! Even the two hundred gods of the
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War Bear Country can be easily wiped out! This shows that the power to steal the
magic medicine is not easy!”

In the end, everyone can only come to this conclusion.

And Doctor Dark, they were also released.

After all, they are not suspicious at all.

Originally, Doctor Dark and the others wanted to check the person in charge of
these auctions.

See who is behind their masks.

But get Levi Garrison’s message and let them come back.

This force obviously thought of the details of each step, which can be seen from
the fact that the Tenshin Division came to transport the resources.

They also must have known they were going to check out these masked people.

So even if you go to check them, you will definitely find nothing.

Since it doesn’t make sense, what else is there to do?

Levi Garrison hurried them back.

Just let the Huoyun Evil God stare at a little bit.

A group of people all came back.

Seeing Levi Garrison, everyone asked, “Did you succeed?”

Levi Garrison raised the trap box in his hand.

“Jinye will rely on you next, find someone who can unlock the secret lock!”

Levi Garrison was waiting for Ning Jinye to come.

“Teacher Ye, don’t worry, leave everything to me!”

Ning Jinye immediately went to find it.

Levi Garrison also arranged for Zheng Haobo and other three to be with him, so
that they could take care of each other.

Levi Garrison is now too curious about this mysterious force and is also very
angry.



The identity of this force is unknown.

He knew about the other forces behind War Eagle Nation.

“Everyone is ignorant of this force! There is no way to find out!”

The Dark Doctor said.

Levi Garrison pursed his lips and said, “Maybe we are heading in the wrong
direction?”

“Mr. Ye, do you mean to check other people?”
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Levi Garrison nodded: “Why don’t we check the origin of Yan Zangsheng? He is
not a genius doctor for no reason! He is incognito, and his identity may not be
simple!”

“If he can be found out, it might have something to do with that faction! In the
past, that faction didn’t care about him, but he didn’t expose him. Now that he is
exposed, immediately target me!”

After Levi Garrison said this, everyone suddenly became enlightened.

The idea suddenly opened up.

This is indeed the case.

Check in another direction.

“There are so many enemies! Wait until Levilia’s poison is solved! I, Levi Garrison,
will definitely come to you one by one!”

A cold light flashed in Levi Garrison’s eyes.

And this moment.
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The head of the War Eagle Guotian Shield Bureau, Smith and senior Nielsen, also
learned the news of who disappeared.

This is actually the messenger who is in contact with the forces behind them.
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This time he couldn’t hold back and ran to target Levi Garrison, which ended up
like this.

“All the 200 gods in the War Bear Kingdom are dead, and the magic medicine has
also been robbed. This god envoy must also be dead!”

Smith said in fear.

“Then hurry up and send them the message!”

Nelson said.

Although this is their messenger, they also have other urgent ways to contact the
forces behind them.

Now that the messenger is dead, they immediately send the message to the
forces behind it!

For them, the sky is falling!

Such a powerful being was killed.

The magic medicine has also been robbed!

I don’t know who did it yet!

And this matter involves the affairs of the first forces in the past and the first
forces today.

Let them all suffer.

Soon there was an order from the forces behind them – let them find out the
murderer in the shortest possible time!

“Agents Blackhawk, go check it out immediately! Quick, as fast as you can!”

Bureau Chief Smith immediately ordered.

The entire Sky Shield Bureau was dispatched one after another.

They may not be able to do this in terms of strength at present, but in terms of
information, they are definitely top notch.

“Let’s find Levi Garrison!”

The first thing that Black Hawk agents thought of was Levi Garrison.

Of course, I don’t think it was Levi Garrison who did it.



Rather, it has something to do with him.

The two sides were connected by a delicate relationship, so he was the first to
find Levi Garrison.

When the Black Hawk agents approached Levi Garrison, he was not only stunned.

I still think I have time to find him.

I didn’t expect it to be delivered to my door.

“Have you heard that the magical medicine of the Great Summer Doctor was
taken away?”

Agent Blackhawk asked.

“Ok!”

Levi Garrison nodded.

“Looking for you to find out the specific situation…”

Agent Blackhawk said.

Levi Garrison directly admitted: “I killed people, and I robbed the magic medicine.
What’s wrong?”

“puff!”

Agent Blackhawk almost stumbled to the ground.

Just admit it?

Without any cover up?

Never thought that he would come to inquire about the situation, and
immediately met the righteous master.

“Are you still that strong now?”

The Black Hawk agent asked tremblingly.

Before the aura recovered, Levi Garrison was definitely an invincible existence.

Hit everything with one punch.

But now, how could Levi Garrison be?



So many gods.

Levi Garrison didn’t even have aura lingering.

Still so strong?

“What do you think?”

Levi Garrison smiled.
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